
Take a journey through time at thePetit Moulin d'Arenberg in

Rebecq and its neighboring beer house.

The Petit Moulin d'Arenberg is a real vestige of medieval economic

activity. Thanks to the work of a few enthusiasts, visitors can see

how a mill from the beginning of the last century operated.

The impressive machinery rotates thanks to the nearby Senne
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river. Let the miller teach you the manufacturing processes of the

time. The evolution of millstones over time and quite simply how

the grain became flour.

The annex of the Petit Moulin include renovated stable and the

beer house.

Nestled in the cave of the Petit Moulin, in collaboration with local

brewery Lefèbvre, the site reveals some secrets about breweing

and bottling.

An explanatory film, didactic panels, period tools, antiques,

unusual collections make the visit even more enjoyable.

 

 

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.

We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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